
Lulledalen forest path 

Lulledalen is located in the Lullefjellet nature reserve in the
Skibotndalen valley and is one of Norway's least
precipitated areas. The beautiful valley has a rich flora and
fauna. On the path you can see the various habitats that are
common here, and about 60 information posts about
plants, wildlife, geology, and forestry. The area is rich in 
orchids, and is famous for the orchid Lady slippers that
should definitely be seen in flower. Coffee breaks are pos-
sible at path’s end with a fire pit and rustic shelter.

Lulledalen forest path - 3,1 km
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Trail grading colours show
difficulty levels. Black icon on
white background is ungraded.Medium Challenging Expert
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At the marked exit along the E8
Skibotndalen.

The outing goes on road and path.
The loop is 3,1 km.
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The area was protected as a forest reserve in 2000. The forest
path runs through relatively easy terrain, and normal 
outdoor appeal and footwear is sufficient. Most trees that
grow in Storfjord are represented along the path. During
the outing you will also find cultural monuments that
indicate past human activity in the area. One of the Nordic
region's largest populations of the orchid known as
marisko is found in Skibotndalen valley. Another rare
species, Ghost Orchid, also grows here. Wheelchair access
is available from the parking lot and up to the campfire and
shelter. Park at the marked exit along E8 Skibotndalen.
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Skibotn - Hengen   2,4 km

Skibotn - Sledo 4,2 km

Skibotn - Ádjit 8 km

Skibotn - Svarteberget   2,2 km


